
1. Introduction

Earnest Heming way was born on 21st July, 1899 in Oak Park, a small town in U.S.A.  His father

was a doctor. He spent a lot of time in roaming in the forest. . He belonged to an aristocratic family

in the wealthy conservative suburb of Chicago known as Oak Park. His father Clarence Edmunds

Heming way was as a popular physician and sportsman. His mother Greece hall Hemingway had

talent both in music and in painting. His grandfather contributed in army.  Earnest Hemingway is an

American novelist short story writer and journalist. Hemingway produced most of his works

between the mid 1920 and the mid 1950s and he published seven novels, six short stories collections

and two non-fictions works many of his works and regarded classics of American literature.

Hemingway comes from an educated family and well- known family as a father he took part in a

number of sports such as boxing , track and water- polo and football.  In 1917 he completed

graduation from Oak Park high school. He had received his grounding in the bible and English

classics at school where he met two teachers Miss Dixons and Fannie Biggs motivated him to write

stories and essays. Thus Hemingway became a good writer at an early age.

While the fate of man was being decided in the war theatre of Europe Hemingway at the age of

nineteen felt restless. His uncle Tyler Hemingway took him to Kansas where he became a cab

reporter for the star; the first assignment as a reporter. In 1918 he joined as an honorary lieutenant in

the Italian army. He participated in the First World War. Fired by the humanitarian impulse that had

motivated American participation in the First World War, Hemingway`s idealism turned to

scepticism as he had witnessed human sufferings and massive scale. He was hit by the exploding

fragments knee and ankle was badly hit by the machine gun. He spent several weeks in the Red

Cross hospital and there he had fallen in love with an English nurse Agnes kurowsky, an American

Red Cross nurse.  His beloved Agnes married an Italian major. He was very sad and returned to USA

from Italy, he married Hadley Richardson in September 1921. But his marriage was unsuccessful in

his life.

He never lost his mind. He got medal for bravery in Europe. After this he went back to America.

War, death, sufferings, new people, a new language and love had all been crowed into a short

periods of time.   S.C Mundari illustrates; ``Hemingway had an obsession with evil, early sorrow and

death, but he had also a message. The only ray of hope is that provided by individual human

courage. Dying well for Hemingway was a crucial corollary to living well.



Hemingway went to Paris for study and to make a living by writing. There he met and became

literary figures of that day-James Joyce, Gertrude stein, Ezra pounds others. Then in 1952 , after

years of works he had brought out the old mob the sea, a  powerful struggle of a single man , old

fisherman against the powers of fate and the ocean his novels gained a lot of personality in literary.

He won Pulitzer Prize in 1953. In the following years he was awarded the Nobel Prize for literature.

When he lived in Cuba he went on writing short stories, novels and magazines articles. Hemingway

was growing old. His hair and bearded had turned white.  His old wounds were bothering him. He

was frequently unwell. Then castor took over in Cuba, and Hemingway and miss marry had returned

to America, living in Idalou.  He spent few months in hospitals began losing weight and saw his

creative ability declining. Early one morning in July 1961, he had slipped on the stairs in his house.

At the Last moment he was very serious and doleful. He killed himself with a gun. Perhaps had

concluded, like the old fisherman in his novel that had no luck any page.

He was fond of reading novels short stories. He wrote some novels; the first great novels; he

wrote many stories but his first great novel, the Sun Also Rises [1926]. His works had been liked by

readers as he wrote  stories three stories and ten poems ,in our times ,men without women without

women winner taking nothing, the first forty –nine stories the snows of Kilimanjaro, and some novels

the torrents of spring , The Sun Also Rises , A Farewell to Arms To Have and Have not, For Whom

the Bells Tolls , Across the River and into the Tress, The Old Man and The Sea, Island in the

Stream other works Death in the Afternoon, Green hills of Africa , The Spanish Earth , The fifth

column –play, Men at War , A Moveable Feast, The Garden of Eden. The old man and the sea is

very famous novel in literature and he awarded the Pulitzer Prize in 1953 and noble prize in 1954.

He was great warrior as he says,

“I have seen much war in my life me and I hate it profoundly”

He was one of the greatest novelists and story writers of modern writers who was born in Illinois and

started his career as Kansas City reporter. Later he had joined a voluntary ambulance unit in France

where He was wounded on the Italian front. His early stories had been exhibited his technique for

which he became popular in subsequent years. In almost all his works, he expressed the feelings of a

war –wounded world. He had been disillusioned by the loss of faith and hope. During the last years of

his life he published nothing. Since he had been seriously ill for quite sometimes, he committed a



suicide by gunshot.     His others works as poems [Paris 1923] poems [1979] a moveable feast 1964

the wild years death in the afternoon green hills of Africa.

Dh Lawrence life and works

David Herbert Lawrence was born on 11, September in 1885 and died on 2, March 1930 at the age

of 44 years. He is regarded as novelist essayist,   painter, poet and literary critic. He was born to john

Lawrence, a heavy drinker who worked as a miner in Brinsley colliers, and his mother Lydia was a

literary former pupil. His mother was superior to his father.  He presented his works among other

things about modernity as well as industrialization. He often presented his works about sexuality,

emotional, health, vitality, spontaneity and instinct in his novels. He belonged to poor family.  He is

regarded as a British novelist and modern poet in English.  In 1901 he had worked as a clerk at

Haywood’s surgical appliances factory for three months. But after this he left this job because he got

pneumonia. From 1902- 1906, Lawrence taught in British school, East Wood. After this recovery

from pneumonia, he left his teaching job and became a popular writer.

He wrote many novels as The White Peacock The Trespasser, Sons And Lovers, The

Rainbow, Women In Love, Aaron’s Rod  Kangaroo, They Plumed Serpent, Lady Chatterley’s

Lover. He wrote some essays as psychoanalysis and the unconscious, fantasia of the unconscious,

sea and Sardinia, morning in Mexico, reflections on the death of a porcupine, his critical works as

phoenix 1 and 2, The study of Thomas hardy, his plays as; the widowing of Mrs. Holroyd, touch and

go, David, a colliers Friday night, the daughter-in –law, The fight for Barbara. He was the fourth

child of Arthur john Lawrence, a barely literate miner at Brinsley colliery and Lydia beards all a

former pupil teacher who were forced to perform manual work in a lace factory due to her family`s

financial difficulties.  Lawrence had spent his formative years in the coal mining town of east wood,

Nottinghamshire. . His reputation was always controversial due to his novels.  However, he is now

regarded like as a major modern novelist. He is as a hero in his novels.  Lawrence had brought a new

type of imagination to poetic fiction. He was as symbolist and impression novelist and a pioneer of

psychoanalytical fiction. He also presented in his novels the biological Psychological and

metaphysical relations of sex.  D. H. Lawrence presented as a symbol of love and Oedipus complex



in his novels. He used this poetic element in his story.  He had started composing poems when

imagism was seeking more concrete expression. He had contributed to imagist anthologist.

As a young as he had attended beau vale board school from 1891 until 1898, he was a

first student who got scholarship at that time.  He worked for three months as a junior clerk at

Haywood; s surgical appliances factory but a severe bout of pneumonia ended this career.  He

wandered out from an early age in the patches of open hill country.

In the years 1902 to 1906 Lawrence had served as pupil teacher at British school, east

wood.  During these early years, he had worked on his finest poems, some short fictions and a draft

of a novel lateritic, which was eventually to become The White Peacock. At the end of 1907 he had

won a short fiction competition in the Nottinghamshire guardian he gained his reputation in his

literary career.  He gained a lot of learning at the early age. His career as a professional writer now

began in earnest, although he had taught for another year. Shortly after his first novel was ‘The

White Peacock’ in 1910. His condition was very miserable because his mother died of cancer.  It is

clear that Lawrence had an extremely close relationship with his mother, related to novel as the

death of Mrs. morel is a major turning point in his autobiographical novel ‘sons and lovers’. It was

his autographical novel.

In addition a teaching colleague, Helen corked had given him access to her close diaries,

about an unhappy love affair which had formed the basis of the trespasser, his second novel. In 1911,

he got pneumonia again, once he had recovered. He decides to give away teaching in order to

become a full time writer.  In March 1912, Lawrence met Frieda weekly, with whom he was to share

the rest of his life. Six years older than her near lover, she was married to realest weekly, his former

modern languages professor at Universality College, noting shire and he had three children.  He

wrote love poems in his life.

In Italy he had begun writing they first draft of a work of fiction that was to be

transformed into two of his best known novels, The Rainbow And The Women In Love. Both

novels were very controversial, and both were banned.

The novel Rainbow presented three generation of a Nottinghamshire farming family to

the industrial age focusing particularly on a daughter Ursula and her aspiration for a more fulfilling

life than that of becoming a housebound wife.



The novel ` Women in Love ` presents into the complex relationship between four major

characters including two Sister Ursula and Gudrun. Both novels had challenged conventional ideas

about the arts, political, economics, growth gender sexual experience friendship and marriage.

Lawrence dealt with sexual attractions and was banned some novels, perhaps in particular the

mentions of some sex attractions- Ursula has an affair with women in `Rainbow` and in `Women in

Love`. He also wrote Lady Chatterley`s Lover.  jae kyung koh writes ;

“For Chatterley , his coal-mining enterprise requires a collaborative, harnessing the most

powerful technologies available and , as far as possible  eliminating human friction from the process

through turning the workforce into an entirely obedient group of people capable of conforming to

mechanic   rhythms and  pace. Such a process is made possible by gaining control over the bodies of

miners with the aim of reducing them to mere functions instruments of mechanical process”.

In late 1917, after constant problem by the armed forces authorities, Lawrence was forced to

leave corn well at three days notice under the terms of the defence of realm act. This description was

described in autobiographical chapter of his Australian novel ` kangaroo` published in 1923. He had

spent some months in early 1918 in a small rural village near Newbury, Berkshire.  He had lived for

just under a year at mountain cottage      Middleton Derbyshire, where he wrote poetic short stories,

White Peacock until 1919 he was compelled by poverty  to shift from address to address and

survived a severe attack of influenza.

He appeared many places in his wrings.  New novels had been included in his life. . He wrote

short fictions in the collection, the Prussian officer and other stories England , my England and other

stories ,the fox, the captain `s doll, the ladybird the virgin and the gipsy and other stories.   During

these years, he often produced a number of poems about the natural world in bird’s beasts and

flowers, pansies, nettles, the white horse, last poems, love poems and others, look we have come

through.  He is widely regarded as one of the bet travel writer in English language.

Lawrence regarded   as novelist.  Lawrence is well known for his novels, `Sons and Lovers` The

Rainbow, Women in Love, Lady Chatterley`s Lover. In these volumes, Lawrence explores the

possibilities for life within an industrial setting.  The fact is that he uses his characters in his personal

philosophy. He used sexuality in his novels. He developed short novels.



Death; Lawrence continued to write his failing health. In his last months he wrote many poems,
reviews and essays as well as novels. His last significant work was a reflection on the book of
revelation apocalypse. After being discharged from sanatorium, he died on 2 March 1930 in
Venice, France, from complication of tuberculosis.


